WHAT IMPACT DO ASU GRADUATES HAVE ON THE STATE ECONOMY?

How many ASU graduates are in the Arizona workforce?

Approximately 250,000 ASU graduates worked in Arizona in 2018, representing 1 out of every 4 workers with a bachelor’s degree in Arizona.

How do ASU graduate earnings compare?

ASU graduates made 38% more than the average Arizona worker.

- ASU Grads: $71,700
- AZ Average: $44,311

What do ASU graduates contribute to the Arizona economy?

ASU graduates working in Arizona in 2018 earned a total of $16,000,000,000.

- ASU graduates contribute an estimated $1.1B-$1.3B in state and local taxes in 2018 including $641M-$768M in revenues to the state.

Visit economist.asu.edu for more information.